DECLARING THE SEED MINOR

Know who to contact to add the SEED minor to an undergraduate degree plan.

Student

Complete a minimum of 12 hours in your content area to gain acceptance into aggieTEACH* before declaring the secondary education (SEED) minor. Plan your SEED minor with your Home/Non-Education advisor.

Home/Non-Education Advisor

Help students map out the 18 semester credit hours of education courses into their degree plan and declare the SEED minor in Compass.

CEHD Advisor

Clear students for the 6 hours of clinical teaching and provide guidance to Home advisors for program requirements, adding coursework, and declaring the SEED minor.

Tip: Be Timely!

To ensure the minor can fit within a four-year degree timeline, begin the discussion 4+ semesters before graduation to identify exactly when the minor can be added and the necessary coursework.

aggieteach.tamu.edu

*Formerly known as Applied Learning - STEM minor  **aggieTEACH admission requires a 2.75+ overall GPA